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Abstract

Life on earth presents elegant solutions to many of the chal-
lenges innovators and entrepreneurs across disciplines face
every day. To facilitate innovations inspired by nature, there
is an emerging need for systems that bring relevant biolog-
ical information to this application-oriented market. In this
paper, we discuss our approach to assembling a system that
uses machine learning techniques to assess a scientific arti-
cle’s potential usefulness to innovators, and classifies these
articles in a way that helps innovators find information rele-
vant to the challenges they are attempting to solve.

Introduction
Nature presents solutions to many of the challenges innova-
tors and entrepreneurs face every day, and a growing number
of these people have begun studying living systems as part
of their efforts to solve human problems via an array of inter-
related disciplines–including but not limited to biomimicry,
biomimetics, and bionics-collectively referred to as biologi-
cally inspired design (BID) (Benyus 1997). This approach
has helped a range of teams develop novel products, ser-
vices, and systems (Smith et al. 2015) that are often more
elegant, efficient, or economic than the status quo. An in-
creased level of interest in BID is evident via an elevated
number of academic papers on a wide variety of topics, a
growth in patented inventions, and the blossoming of dozens
of related consultancies, consortia, accredited academic pro-
grams, and conferences across industries around the globe
over the past two decades. The elevation in academic out-
put is indicative of overall research activity and interest in
both the theory and practice of BID, the increased number
of patents including biologically inspired components sug-
gests that this approach helps lead to commercially viable
solutions, and the grassroots evolution of related networks
and services demonstrates a general interest in and appetite
for BID.

As general interest in BID has grown, so too has research
and development of ways to systematize processes, meth-
ods, and tools that facilitate access to and utilization of bio-
logical information that is potentially relevant to any given
problem solver. But the processes, methods, and tools that
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have been developed to date do not yet meet the needs of
these innovators to systematically and effectively leverage
the volume of biological knowledge that the scientific com-
munity has developed over time. Many of the biologically
inspired designs that the general public is familiar with have
either been the products of serendipitous observation and in-
sight (the inventor of Velcro claimed to have been inspired
after observing the ability of the cocklebur to attach to the
fur of his dog) or side-effects of focused study on a particular
living system (Gecko tape structural adhesives on the mar-
ket are a side-product of intensive research on geckos abil-
ity to walk on a variety of surfaces and orientations). Both
of these methods are difficult to replicate at scale, as they
either require an unpredictable eureka moment, or a signifi-
cant amount of devoted research that may not directly relate
to an application-oriented goal.

The bulk of recent research efforts to systematize BID
have thus focused on processes, methods, and tools that sup-
port a third type of idea generation: cross-domain search
and knowledge transfer. Sometimes referred to as Design-
by-Analogy (Moreno Grandas et al. 2015), this is a repli-
cable problem solving process in which attributes, relations,
and purposes from a source problem or situation are mapped
to an existing target solution or situation, often from a differ-
ent domain than the source. For example, an engineer tasked
with developing a stronger and lighter structural material
suited to cold environments might create a list of desired
attributes and applicable situations and then use those pa-
rameters to search through a number of domains for poten-
tial analogues. In the case of BID, the engineer might be-
come generally familiar with biological organisms that pro-
duce strong and light materials with similar characteristics
to those desired, and particularly focus on those that have
evolved to do so in cold regions of the planet.

To be valuable at scale, BID tools should allow innovators
to quickly and accurately find potential analogues, that are
described using domain-agnostic structures and language
that can be effectively translated back to the source prob-
lem. Over the past decade a number of teams, primarily from
academia, have developed and researched an array of proof-
of-concept tools to help facilitate various aspects of this ap-
proach.Of these tools, the Biomimicry Institute’s AskNature
(asknature.org) database, originally launched in 2008, has
persisted as the largest and most-utilized offering to date,



drawing visitors with over 1,600 biological strategy arti-
cles describing how living systems meet the functional chal-
lenges presented by their environments. The bulk of these
articles on AskNature provide a plain-language summary of
one or more biological phenomena, reference one or more
peer-reviewed articles or books, and offer an array of sup-
plemental information for users wishing to learn more. At
its current scale, AskNature serves as an interesting proof of
concept, but given the millions of biological phenomena that
have been observed and documented in books, journals, and
online resources, the scale of its catalog seems insignificant
at best. To date, AskNatures articles have been researched
and created by trained specialists via a time-consuming and
completely manual process that cannot be effectively scaled
to meet the needs of the growing base of BID students and
practitioners.

In an effort to facilitate a higher rate of content generation
and open the door to new BID use cases, the authors of this
paper developed automated methods to detect articles that
may be relevant to AskNature and to classify articles into the
top level of the Biomimicry Taxonomy schema of functions.

Biomimicry Taxonomy
The Biomimicry Taxonomy is a three-tiered schema of func-
tions developed by the Biomimicry Institute to act as an
analogical bridge between biology and a variety of other
domains (Hooker and Smith 2016). The primary level of
this schema includes eight groups which ultimately break
down into 168 individual functions. The primary taxa in-
clude ”move or stay put”, ”protect from physical harm”,
”maintain community”, ”modify”, ”make”, ”process infor-
mation”, ”break down”, and ”get, store, or distribute re-
sources”.

This schema can be used to navigate AskNature’s content,
which is organized according to this schema. In addition,
given a design challenge, the schema can help innovators
think about their challenge in terms of function in order to
identify questions they might ask nature. For example, when
an innovator’s goal is to design a specific structure that can
adapt to hot conditions, they can click on the function ”pro-
tect from physical harm”, and the website will direct the de-
signer into a pool of content relevant to this function. The
user can further narrow down through the function classes
until they find what they want.

Related Work
Biomimicry Our work is related to three lines of
biomimicry research. The first body of work draws inspi-
ration from biological systems to devise solutions in other
domains. BID has impacted numerous fields such as sus-
tainable design (Benyus 1997), mechanical design (Raib-
ert et al. 2008), optimization algorithms (Yang 2014), and,
more notably, material engineering (Hawkes et al. 2015). Al-
though our work is not a bio-inspired invention per se, the
techniques we developed can be included in an end-to-end
ideation toold that accelerates such cross-disciplinary inno-
vation. The second line of biomimicry research examines
the processes behind bio-inspired problem solving to pro-

pose methodologies for transferring knowledge in biologi-
cal systems. (Gentner 1983) and (Goel 1997) helped pio-
neer structure-oriented design-by-analogy, laying the foun-
dation of many frameworks today. Subsequent research ef-
forts conducted in-depth studies on the role of analogy in
specialized domains such as product ideation (Dahl and
Moreau 2002), engineering design (Helms, Vattam, and
Goel 2009), and mechanical systems (Chakrabarti et al.
2005). Our work falls into the third line of research which
develops tools to assist BID. There are a number of man-
ually curated databases of biological knowledge, such as
AskNature (Deldin and Schuknecht 2014), BioTRIZ (Vin-
cent and Mann 2002), and DANE (Vattam et al. 2011).
Most closely related to our work are systems capable of
extracting knowledge from unstructured text such as sci-
entific literature. However, existing systems rely on man-
ually crafted rules to identify biological concepts even if
knowledge-based or machine learning-based linguistic pre-
processing modules may be used (Shu and Cheong 2014;
Vandevenne et al. 2016; Kruiper et al. 2017). A recent sys-
tem (Cheong et al. 2017) uses neural network word embed-
dings to compute similarity measures but it does not employ
machine learning techniques to perform the core task of min-
ing biological knowledge. In contrast, we employ word em-
beddings in supervised machine learning models to filter and
identify biological functions. Such learning approaches can
better cope with distilling patterns and handling ambiguity
as we scale up to larger data sets (Jurafsky and Martin 2000;
Witten et al. 2016).

Machine Learning Methods for Text Mining Our work
exploits machine learning techniques for text mining. We
utilize supervised learning (Joachims 1998; Berger, Pietra,
and Pietra 1996; McCallum, Nigam, and others 1998; Liaw,
Wiener, and others 2002) which was proven to be effective
for numerous natural language processing tasks, such as text
classification (Yang and Pedersen 1997), sentiment analy-
sis (Pang, Lee, and others 2008), and analogy mining be-
tween pairs of products (Hope et al. 2017). Although there
is a long history of research employing machine learning for
natural language understanding, the problem of mining bi-
ological knowledge for BID has not been explored. There
is a body of research in natural language that specializes
in extracting bio-molecular terminologies (Kim et al. 2009;
Nédellec et al. 2013). These research would be useful for
preprocessing a subset of scientific publications but it is
inadequate for BID since the taxomonies are not aligned.
In addition, we also experiment with neural network mod-
els (LeCun, Bengio, and others 1995; Johnson and Zhang
2014) which have recently advanced the state-of-the-art for
various tasks in natural language processing. The wealth of
untapped machine learning methods presents an immense
resource to bring biomimicry research to greater heights.

Dataset Curation
The success of machine learning and artificial intelligence
(AI) algorithms highly depends on the quality of the avail-
able data. In the last decades, harnessing the power of the



crowd in collecting and cleaning data became one sure way
of increasing the quality of the data used in machine learn-
ing algorithms. In this section, we describe our methodology
for dataset curation and a crowdsourcing architecture that is
scalable and easy to deploy.

Crowdsourcing task design
Our intent is to automatically or semi-automatically create
the AskNature content such that AskNature can scale to the
large number of resources available in the biology domain.
For now, we restrict our focus to scientific articles, but even-
tually, we would like to include other content media types,
such as videos and images. Consulting biology experts and
biomimicry enthusiasts, we learned that for a biology paper
to be a potential source of inspiration for a biomimicry so-
lution, it needs to talk about a living organism, and, more
specifically, it needs to describe a function that the organ-
ism performs and the mechanism through which the func-
tion is realized. Our long-term plan is to automatically iden-
tify organisms in papers and extract the portions of the text
that identify the function and the corresponding mechanism.
To be able to perform such a task, we need a considerable
amount of training data to train and test machine learning
algorithms. For the work presented in this paper, we focus
on building categorization services that decide whether a
scientific abstract indicates a potentially relevant paper to
biomimicry, and, if so, what type of function it belongs to,
according to the primary level of the biomimicry taxonomy.
While this task is simpler than our long-term goal, it is still
challenging and requires significant training data. The re-
mainder of this section describes the data collection effort.

The first task was to identify journals with content highly
relevant to biomimicry. Journal of Experimental Biology is
such a collection of papers. Once we collected the abstracts
of the papers, we devised a questionnaire that we would like
to fill in for each of these papers. This questionnaire includes
questions about the organism, function and mechanism de-
scribed in the abstract. In addition, we are also interested in
classifying the function described in the abstract in one of
the eight classes that are included at the primary level of the
biomimicry taxonomy.

Data Collection Framework
The crowdsourcing application is implemented using server-
less technology offered by IBM Cloud Functions (IBM
2017). The serverless computing promises to eliminate the
burden of managing computational resources by allowing
the developer to focus solely on the logic of the application.
It achieves this goal by shrinking the unit of deployment to a
single function. As such, a serverless application consists of
a collection of functions. The sole responsibility of the de-
veloper is to create these functions, register them with the
serverless platforms and compose them into applications.
Whenever these functions are invoked, the serverless plat-
form allocates resources to execute the function code. The
serverless platform is responsible for fault-tolerance and au-
toscaling, while users are charged only for the time their
functions are running. Usually, serverless functions are trig-
gered by events, such as a user pressing a button, a user send-

ing an email, a code repository commit or a twitter on a par-
ticular topic. As such, servereless platforms are a great fit for
event-driven applications.

To create our content source, we crawled the papers from
the Journal of Experimental Biology since 2000, we ex-
tracted the titles, authors and abstracts of all papers and
stored all this information in a JSON data store. The col-
lection includes about 3.2K papers. This step was also im-
plemented as an action on the serverless platform. The ques-
tionnaire was translated into an input form using one of the
drag-and-drop tools freely available on the internet and cus-
tomized it to fit our needs. Each form refers to a different
paper with a specific title, authors and abstract. Several of
our input fields are conditional on the answers provided by
the user. If the paper is not relevant to biomimicry, we are
not interested in any of the potential answers to the rest of
the questionnaire. As such, the fields in the form are dis-
played conditionally depending on the answer that the user
provides. In addition, we anticipate that several papers may
be talking about several functions related to the same organ-
ism. As such, we include a button in our form that, when
pressed, displays a series of additional questions referring to
the same paper/abstract.

In principle, we would like to collect several entries for
each paper. We keep track of papers that have been serviced
before through a simple mechanism we refer to as “crowd-
cache”. Before rendering each form, we consult our crowd-
cache to determine which paper to include in the current
form. The strategy that we implemented for servicing paper
is the following. We are splitting our papers in chunks and
for each chunk of papers we look to collect four different
versions of answers before moving and servicing the next
chunk of papers. This way we ensure that we have multiple
answers for a set of papers before potentially collecting in-
formation on all the papers. The size of the chunk determines
how many unique entries are collected before a paper is ser-
viced again to collect the same information for the paper, al-
beit from a different crow-worker. While in theory this sim-
ple mechanism helps collecting several entries per paper, in
practice, due to the relatively low number of crowd-workers,
we collected multiple entries per paper for a low fraction of
the total papers serviced.

An excerpt from our example of form rendition is shown
in Figure 1. While we were designing the form, we con-
ducted simple user studies with our colleagues and incorpo-
rated their feedback in the form design. For example, one
user reported that some papers were extremely complex and
she felt she could be more productive if she could skip some
of the papers and continue with the ones that required less
effort. While skipping some documents runs the risk of not
having enough information on some papers, we decided to
include a Skip button because, ultimately, we are interested
in keeping our users as engaged as possible since we would
like them to fill in the information on a large number of pa-
pers. One option to make sure that these papers are not left
behind with no information being collected, we could in-
clude the identifiers for these papers in our crowd-cache and
inter-spread these papers among the forms created for some
of the users that do not seem to skip papers, assuming that



Figure 1: An excerpt of a sample form dynamically created
and with conditionally displayed fields.

these users are the biology experts inclined to provide an-
swers for any type of paper.

Once the form data is submitted, we perform some simple
data cleaning. We first check whether the paper was deemed
as relevant to biomimicry. If the paper was not identified as
useful to biomimicry, we store only this information about
the paper and ignore all other fields. If the paper was identi-
fied as relevant, we save all the answers that are non-empty
and check whether optional answers are present, and if they
are, we store them accordingly. All our data is stored in an
Elasticsearch data store that is deployed in IBM Cloud.

Once the form is realized, the resulting HTML code is in-
cluded in an action written in JavaScript. The title, abstract
and authors are replaced with placeholder tokens. For each
form rendition, these placeholders are respectively replaced
with information retrieved from the database. For the two
skip and submit buttons, we declare separate sequence ac-
tions which record the skipped article and clean the data,
respectively, followed by regenerating the form for the next
paper provided by the crowd-cache action. All actions are
created and deployed in IBM Cloud Functions (IBM 2017).

Dataset Summary Statistics
Additional from the crowdsourcing collections, some of the
data are scrapped from the web using Asknature’s database,
where the URL from Asknature’s database is utilized to grab
the articles if they are available on the internet. Around 130

articles have been scrapped. Together with the crowdsourc-
ing data, the total dataset comprises of 844 unique abstracts.
Each human annotator first determines whether an abstract
is relevant. If an abstract is determined to be relevant, the
annotator is further presented with an option to select one
or more function classes. Each article is labeled by one per-
son, except for a small portion (7%) of the articles that are
labeled by more than one person. For the articles with mul-
tiple answers, majority vote was used to determine the arti-
cle’s category. The data collection resulted in 457 relevant
articles and 387 irrelevant ones. There are 439 abstracts that
have a function label. There is only one abstract annotated
with the “Other” function class which we discard for our ex-
periments. The frequency breakdown for each function class
is shown in Table 1.

Categorization into Biomimicry Taxonomy
The goal of the proposed system, which we call Biomimicry
Explorer hereafter, is to perform indexing of the documents
conditioned on the relevance to biomimicry. It helps a user
narrows down on relevant sections of the database faster.
With inclusion of more supervised data, the final objective
would be to create a summarized snippet of the relevant arti-
cles highlighting the key information that includes organism,
function, and mechanism.

We first classify the articles into relevant vs irrelevant,
then we classify the relevant articles into function classes
that defined by Biomimicry Taxonomy. We then extract the
features (in our case n-gram phrases) that have high weights
during the classification and use that information to extract
the sentences.

Experiment Setup
We evaluated a number of machine learning models for our
relevance and function classification experiments. For each
learning model, we randomly partition the whole data set
into a training set (90%) and a held-out test set (10%). Our
neural network model trains on 70% of the training set and
uses the remaining 30% as the validation set to tune the num-
ber of training epochs with early stopping. Because there
are rare function class, such as “Break down”, we use strati-
fied partition for function classification to maintain the same
class distribution in the training and the test set. We report
the mean predictive accuracy on the test set over five random
restarts.

Machine Learning Models and Feature
Representation
For both the tasks of relevance detection and function clas-
sification, we used machine learning classifiers which were
trained using the dataset we collected. Several classifica-
tion algorithms were studied and compared including Lo-
gistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Support
Vector Machine. We tried both bag of words (BoW) and
term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) sepa-
rately as features to train models using the aforementioned
algorithms. For Naive Bayes learning, we used Bernouli and



ID Count Function Example
1 6 Break down Fungi breakdown hydrocarbons in crude oil
2 88 Get, store, or distribute resources Camel noses prevent water loss during exhalation
3 19 Maintain community Sea Anemone and Clownfish benefitfrom mutualism
4 23 Make Spider silk is assembled on demand
5 54 Modify The scales of pine cones flex passively in response to changes in mois-

ture levels
6 83 Move or stay put Frog’s feet stick to slick surfaces
7 49 Process information Owl ears map sound in three dimensions
8 116 Protect from physical harm Hairs reflect light and dissipate heat to keep ants cool
9 1 Others

Table 1: Frequency distribution of function types in our dataset.

Multinomial generative models and for random forest clas-
sifier, we applied gini impurity as criteria and trained them
using both BoW and tf-idf features. We also employed Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) for the relevance classi-
fication problem. The architecture is based on the approach
in (Kim 2014) and uses the pre-trained GloVe word em-
beddings (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). Deep
learning based models have great potential when we have
substantial amount of data. However, if the data size is not
large enough, some of the more “traditional” algorithm like
Naive Bayes may perform better.

Figure 2: CNN architecture used for relevance classification.

Relevance Detection
The first functionality of the Biomimicry Explorer is to de-
tect articles that are relevant to Biomimicry. Table 2 shows
the prediction accuracy of the above classifiers based on the
10 % held out testing data. Here, CNN achieves the best
performance with 77.88 percent accuracy. The architecture,
shown in Figure 2, is a variant of the CNN architecture pro-
posed by (Kim 2014), where we use two filter sizes with 3
and 8 instead of original 3 filter sizes, we used much fewer
filters (10 instead of 100) based on experiment results and
smaller embedding dimensions.

Function Classification
The next functionality of the Biomimicry Explorer is to
organize the relevant article by their functions. We emp-
ploy various multi-class classifiers to classify the input text
into one of the eight pre-defined functions including Protect
from harm, Get resources, Breakdown, Process information,
Maintain Community, Move or stay put, Modify and Make,

model mean stdev
LogisticRegression 0.7294 0.0448
LogisticRegression (tf-idf) 0.7129 0.0413
RandomForest (BoW) 0.7388 0.0419
RandomForest (tf-idf) 0.7341 0.0562
naive Bayes (Bernouli) 0.7388 0.0516
naive Bayes (Bernouli tf-idf) 0.7388 0.0516
naive Bayes (Multinomial) 0.7365 0.0387
naive Bayes (Multinomial tf-idf) 0.7271 0.0451
SVM 0.7200 0.0443
SVM (tf-idf) 0.7153 0.0419
CNN 0.7788 0.0262

Table 2: Relevance classification results.

model mean stdev
LogisticRegression 0.4638 0.0277
LogisticRegression (tf-idf) 0.4553 0.0387
RandomForest (BoW) 0.4340 0.0512
RandomForest (tf-idf) 0.4511 0.0485
naive Bayes (Bernouli) 0.3447 0.0316
naive Bayes (Bernouli tf-idf) 0.3447 0.0316
naive Bayes (Multinomial) 0.4723 0.0530
naive Bayes (Multinomial tf-idf) 0.4681 0.0737
SVM 0.4596 0.0243
SVM (tf-idf) 0.4723 0.0485

Table 3: Function classification results.

after it has found to relevant by the relevance classifier. Dif-
ferent machine learning algorithms are compared and some
of the results are included in table 3 with Multinomial Naive
Bayes achieving the best prediction accuracy. The CNN ar-
chitecture was not competitive in this task and this can be
attributed to he imbalance between classes and lack of suffi-
cient data for several classes.

We perform post-hoc analysis of the best classifier to get
important words from the input text which can be used as
keywords to index the articles. Specifically, we use Local In-
terpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) (Ribeiro,
Singh, and Guestrin 2016) to obtain class relevant key-
words from the input articles. For a given class and sample,



Figure 3: Visualizing word importances using
LIME (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin 2016) framework.

the LIME framework perturbs the sample in its neighbor-
hood and learns a local interpretable linear classifier, whose
weights give us the importance of words for the sample and
class pair. Please see algorithm 1 defined by (Ribeiro, Singh,
and Guestrin 2016) for the detailed algorithm. Figure 4 is an
example of the output that generated by LIME on one of
our abstract, the classifier predict the article belongs to class
Move or stay put. We can see the predictor doing well on
this example because it puts high weight on keyword like
’ground’ and ’adhesion’ that are understandable by human.

These important words are then used as keywords and to
score sentences in text body. First, we calculate the weight
of the sentences based on the average value of the phrases
it contains Then, Apply a position weighting. Order each
sentence from 0 to 1 equally based on the sentence number
in the document. For example if there are ten sentences in a
document, sentence nine’s position weighting would be 0.9.
This weight is then multiplied by the value calculated on
step 1.

User Interface

The data outputs of this tool might be useful within the con-
text of a more comprehensive application like AskNature,
or via a stand-alone application. As a standalone service,
users might explore cataloged records via a combination of
keyword search and tag-oriented browsing, in which organ-
ism names and the eight pre-defined functions listed above
would make up the primary tags. Users could use these
mechanisms to identify articles describing potentially rele-
vant biological analogies to their design challenges, and then
follow external links to read the full text of the most com-
pelling article matches. As they browse via tags, +/- flags
would let users actively indicate how relevant and/or accu-
rate particular classifications are. A new data point would be
recorded for each positive or negative correlation indicated.
In addition, whenever an external link was followed, a new
data point could be recorded to indicate a positive correla-
tion between the tag being filtered by and the active record,
providing a passive method for users to improve the system
over time.

Figure 4: Potential (simiplified) interface for browsing cata-
loged data.

Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we present our approach to build a system
that uses machine learning techniques to assess whether a
scientific article could potentially serve as inspiration to a
biomimicry invention. In addition, we classify relevant ar-
ticles according to the first level in the Biomimicry taxon-
omy. One of the most challenging aspects of our work is
collecting the appropriate data to train machine learning al-
gorithms for the specified tasks. As such, we developed a
crowdsourcing application based on serverless technologies
which allowed us to collect data for scientific articles. Using
the collected data, we devise several classifiers that show
promising accuracies. Our system can help innovators iden-
tify articles describing relevant biological analogies to their
design challenges and can also provide the users a system
generated summarization highlighting relevant information.
While this is only a first step towards automatic discovery of
relevant biomimicry resources, it is a foundational step to-
wards a scalable system that bridges the domains of biology
and engineering to foster innovations inspired by nature.
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